
Early Reading and 
Phonics



Phonics – Little 
Wandle Letters 
and Sounds

1. Why change?  To meet all the DfE criteria 
for an effective systematic synthetic Phonics 
Programme (SSP), it is essential that schools 
consider an approach that can be 
consistently delivered across the school. 
From next year any SSP Programme  
delivered in school must have validation 
status.

2. Jolly Phonics is yet to be validated and in its 
present form does not deliver an approach 
across EYFS, Year 1 and 2.
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What will it 
look like?

• Little Wandle – offers a complete package, including training for staff, 
parental support and the books we have already match the scheme. 
We also liked their approach!

• Staff will be trained during our INSET day in November. The aim is that 
all staff (TA’s and Teachers) will be reading and phonics experts.

• Phonics is already being delivered but with a simple introduction to 
each grapheme/phoneme following the suggested format.

• 20 minutes every day – short, pacey delivery with the same systematic 
approach (revisit/review, teach, practice and apply)

• Each grapheme has a hook – character/pronunciation and formation 
phrase

• Common exception words (tricky words) will be taught (I, no, go, to, 
into, the)

• Half termly assessments will take place to ensure that the children 
keep up and if any gaps they can be supported so as to catch up. 

• The classroom resources will be consistent throughout the school and 
in the intervention spaces. 

• www.littlewandlelettersandsounds.org.uk Parents can access useful 
information on their website, including videos and downloads.

http://www.littlewandlelettersandsounds.org.uk/
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Link with 
reading and 
vocabulary!
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Early reading checklist
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Phonics

Teach with fidelity 
to one SSP phonics 
Programme with a 
clear progression 
from EYFS to Year 
2.

And onwards for 
pupils who have 
gaps.

Crack the code!

Make a strong 
start!

In reception the 
journey starts with 
strong teaching of 
phonics, ongoing 
assessments that 
fill the gaps.

Practice makes 
permanent 

Books that 
match!

All books match 
the phonemes we 
are teaching and 
are completely 
decodable. The 
sounds should 
match what they 
know.

Oracy

Extending their 
vocabulary is a 
priority. Book talk, 
using pictures, text, 
vocabulary at 
school and at 
home.

Daily story times 
and contextual 
books.

Talk for 
Reading

We want the 
children to be 
fluent readers – not 
just barking at the 
text.  Fluency can 
be dependent on 
the text!

Fluency includes 
expression.
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Cover – what can you see? Back cover – Blurb and useful information
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Book Talk – when you first share book

• Check the graphemes/phonemes 
that will occur in the book 

• A grapheme is the written form of the 
letter / Phoneme is the sound of that 
letter.

• Check the common exception words 
that might be present in the book –
tricky words

• Read/talk about the words that will 
crop up in the text.  Check they know 
what they mean.  Talk about words 
that several meanings i.e. tap 

• The Big Cat Collins books have 
questions there for you.
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What can you see?  Who might the lady be?  What are the seeds?   Do you recognise these words? 
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You could have a discussion about planting seeds.  You may need to model sounding out the words first?  
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New words, can you see that they are repeating? Why might the little girl be tired? 
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Can they read these words on their own? Discussion about how long might it take to grow peas? 
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Encourage fluency, reminder that the words are the same.  
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Play I spy! Some words may have the ‘a’ phoneme in the middle i.e. c-a-t 
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The back page can be used for subsequent reading of the book, hence why we are suggesting you digest the 
book fully over 2 or 3 days.  



Summary
• Please try to engage with a book with your child on a daily basis, this 

can include the decodable or /and the contextual books.

• Research shows that children should be digesting books over a 

period of time – it is not a race.  For your child to become a fluent 

reader they need not to just be cracking the code but also 

understanding the text/vocabulary and reading beyond.

• Decodable books will support reading and phonics, the contextual 

books are for sharing (there is no expectation for your child to read 

words beyond their experience within the class) We aim to also set 

up our little library so you have access to a range of picture books 

too.

• The weekly newsletters will tell you what phonemes we are covering 

over the week – practice of these sounds will help with your child’s 

fluency and understanding.

• Lastly, I will be running a phonics workshop next term – in response 

to my training and this will include watching me teach the class!  

Don’t forget to take a look at the Little Wandle website.
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